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Badland winch manual

Dažas programmas Word funkcijas nevar parādīt pakalpojumā Google dokumenti un, ja veiksit izmaiņas, tās tiks atmestasSkatīt detalizētu informāciju Strana 6 &lt;&amp;(%$*4.84,7%H'*#$&amp;8#I% *,#*%4,77%jklllklmmknopo1= item= 63770=&gt;&lt;/&amp;(%$*4.84,7%H'*#$&amp;8#I%&gt; &lt;6AY zu6;@acze=
d@cea6e@eq6?6afu19.= stay= alert,= watch= what= you= are= doing= and= use= common= sense= when= operating.= do= not= use= a= winch= while= you= are= tired= or= under= the= influence= of= drugs,= alcohol= or= medication.= a= moment= of= inattention= while= operating= winches= may= result= in=
serious= personal= injury.20.= do= not= overreach.= keep= proper= footing= and= balance= at= all= times.= this= enables= better= control= of= the= winch= in= unexpected= situations.21.= hook= onto= the= object= using= a= pulling= point,= tow= strap= or= chain.= do= not= wrap= the= wire= rope= around= the=
object= and= hook= onto= the= wire= rope= itself.= this= can= cause= damage= to= the= object= being= pulled ,= and= kink= or= fray= the= wire= oil.22.= x&amp;%8&amp;$%'#*%,%;*4&amp;\*(=&gt;%?$(/%). 7*%)84. Safe load after movement. NO LOCKING MECHANISM.24. Keep at least 5 full steel rope speeds on
the drum. The connection of the steel rope to the drum is not intended to maintain load without added friction support of at least 5 full steel rope speeds.25. Pack the steel rope below 500 lb before use. Otherwise, a steel rope may be bound during operation.26. Keep away from the steel rope, hook and load when
reealing. Don't cross the steel rope. X&amp;%8&amp;$%/'#.#9*),&gt;#%,3,8#$%)(*%(&amp;/*%'89*(%$*8#&amp;8c%)(*%(&amp;/*%53.$%+(*,%'89*%$. #%7&amp;,9%,89%(*4&amp;7%+,4'I%#$(83%$.*%/*(#&amp;8%/'#. 83%,3,8#$%$%(%;%;%+&gt;#$,89*(127). If the steel rope starts to become entangled,
immediately stop the rewind and release the steel rope with a switch.28. Don't water. If the winch is accidentally immersed, it must be immediately disassembled, cleaned, dried and greased again by a qualified technician to prevent permanent corrosion damage.29. You're just reealing with the gearbox of a reealded
vehicle in neutral. Reeling with the vehicle gearbox in gear or park can damage the gearbox. The vehicle gearbox is not designed to handle this type of load.30. Do not use the winch at extreme angles. Do not exceed the angles shown in Figure B for the roller villa. In the case of meal, the angle should be as close as
possible to a flat plane.45°45°15°15°lt;3'(*%S-%%;&amp;77*(%2,(7*,9%D,T5'5%R84.83%@837*#31. if= the= object= to= be= pulled= must= be= pulled= at= an= angle= in= relation= to= the= winch,= use= a= pulley= (sold= separately)= and= an= anchor= point= directly= in= front= of= winch,= as= shown= in= figure=
c,= to= &lt;3'(*%Q-%%U'77*&gt;%,84.&amp;(8332. The broken strands of the steel rope will be sharp. Wear work gloves when handling the steel rope. Do not sway the wire rope with your hands, not even gloves.33. The re-pped engine will be hot during&lt;/3'(*%Q-%%U'77*&gt; &lt;/6AY&gt; &lt;/6AY&gt; Use. Keep
track.34. Don't plug the hook into a fairy tale or a winch.35. To prevent accidental start-up, unplug the winch controls and all RF receivers as soon as they are ejected or re-ejected. This is especially important before handling, installing, free queueing, or servicing.36. People with pacemakers should consult their doctor(s)
before use. Electromagnetic fields in close proximity to the heart pacemaker could cause interference to the pacemaker or pacemaker failure. 1 Content 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Content 17 Деяко функції Word не відображаються в Google Документах. Якщо ви
внесете ммни, налаштування их функцій уде скинуто.Докладніше 1 Content 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 14 15 16 Content 17 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Content 17 1 Content 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Involvement the winch is often a fearsome task. It's
relatively simple and manageable with Badland Winches. Most Badland rewinds have the same ideal way of connecting. As for the condition, we've added all Badland reegging diagrams for the 2500, ZXR 2500, 3500, ZXR 5000, ZXR 9500, ZXR 12000, APEX 12000 and 18,000 lb resurs from Harbor. Precautions before
cabling: When starting the wiring process, make sure that the cables are not routed through an area where there is a possibility of damage or interference to their proper operation. Create a safe path for routing the cable away from moving parts and encounter traffic debris. Do not transfer cables through the drive shaft,
fuel line or any other place where heat may damage the wiring. All openings made in any part of the vehicle or hardware shall be fitted with rubber passages to prevent the wire from fraying. Always check the working conditions of your winch before using it on the pavement. Precautions: Exercise caution with each
rewind. Before use, familiarize yourself with the operation of your winch. Maintaining a constant focus is more critical. Always wear heavy leather gloves when handling the winch. We will attach manuals for all Badland winchs, which have all the necessary instructions to disconnect the solenoid, remote control and winch.
Follow the instructions carefully to make the lifting device installation as complete as possible. Badland 2500 Rewind Wiring Diagram If you're looking at how to wind up a £2,500 Badland wire? Follow the diagram below to connect the solenoid cables to the appropriate naviated rewind cable terminals. Connect the red
wire from the solenoid box to the positive pack of winded winding and black wire to the negative battery pack. From the solenoid box, attach the wire the breaker and the second terminal of the breaker is the way to a positive battery terminal. To use the wireless remote control, connect the remote control switch to the
solenoid box to operate the rewinded rewind device. Read our detailed review of Badland 2500 lb Winch for ATV/UTV Recovery Badland ZXR 2500 Recharging Diagram Follow the same wiring diagram as above; The Badland ZXR 2500 Winch comes with a wired remote control and wireless remote control. To use a
wired remote control, connect the remote cable directly to a remote socket on the solenoid chassis. In case you want to use the wireless option, connect the wireless controller field that comes with the winch to the solenoid box. The wireless remote control field will function as a wireless remote control receiver. Press the
ON/OFF button for 3 seconds to activate the wireless remote control. Badland 3500 Rewind Wiring Diagram According to the diagram below, connect the solenoid cables to the battery and connect the yellow and blue cables to the appropriate noodle noodle terminals. The breaker is then connected to a positive clamp
on the battery and the other end is connected to the solenoid. From solenoid, connect the black battery cable directly to the negative battery pack. Connect the appropriate wires to connect the remote control and the solenoid handlebar switch. To control the winch, connect the red wire to the ignition circuit or connect the
ignition wire to the positive battery terminal. Badland ZXR 5000 Rewind wiring diagram According to the diagram below, connect the black solenoid cable to the negative battery pack and the blue-yellow cable to the rewinded rewind. Connect the solenoid breaker to the positive clamp on the battery using a red cable.

Connect the appropriate wires to connect the remote control and the solenoid handlebar control. To control the winch, connect the drying red wire to the ignition circuit to prevent accidental start-up or connect the ignition wire to the spark-ignition battery terminal. Badland ZXR 9500 Rewind Wiring Diagram If you are
looking at how to connect the Badland ZXR 9000 winch? According to the diagram below, attach the black-red/yellow cable from the solenoid rewind box. Connect the black cable from the negative battery pack to the winch. Connect the breaker to the positive battery terminal, and then connect the red cable from the
switchboard to the solenoid cabinet. To control the winch, connect the cable of the wired remote control directly to the remote socket on the solenoid chassis. Assume that if you have a wireless remote control, connect the remote control field to the solenoid box. The wireless remote control will function as a receiver of
the wireless remote control. From the Badland ZXR 12000 winch diagram below, point the black, red and yellow cable from the the rewind lockers. you're going to win. cable from the negative side of the battery to the rewind. Connect the breaker to the positive side of the battery, and then direct the red wire from the
breaker to the solenoid box. To use the winch, connect the cable cable directly to a remote socket on the solenoid chassis. If you have a wireless remote control, connect the remote control receiver to the solenoid box. The wireless remote control will act as a receiver to control the wireless remote control. According to
the wiring diagram below, attach the black-red/yellow cable from the solenoid box to the rewind. Connect the red cable from the winch to the disconnect switch (breaker) and connect the cable from the switch breaker to the positive ends of the battery. Connect the black battery ground cable directly to the negative battery
terminal. To control the winch, plug the remote control into the socket connector. If you are using a wireless remote control, connect the remote control switch to solenoid. Badland APEX 12000 Cable remote diagram To use a wired remote control, connect the remote cable to a remote outlet on the control device. Press
the remote switch until the blue light flashes. The blue lights on the remote control indicate that the remote control is ready for use. In and OUT rocker switches assist in the operation of the winch. A red light will flash during operation. Badland APEX 12000 Diagram of connecting a wireless remote control to use the
wireless remote control, turn on the wireless receiver switch in the control field. Press and hold the remote switch for about 2 seconds to start using the winch. The remote control turns off automatically when not in use after two minutes. Turn off the wireless receiver switch when using the wired remote control. From the
wiring diagram below, use the wire color code guide to connect yellow, black/red cables to the connectors on the winch. The red wire is connected from the solenoid box to the positive side of the battery. Attach the black wire from the solenoid box to the clamp winded to the negative battery pack. To use the wireless
remote control, lift the socket cover and plug in the remote control. Safety precautions during wiring: Before performing any other cables, it is recommended to disconnect the remote control and disconnect the battery cables to avoid serious injury. Do not use dirty or cored batteries. There is a risk of possible injury in any
reeveloping situation. Follow the given badland lifting scheme carefully and get acquainted before starting. in it.
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